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PT. De Lions is a joint venture company between recognized group from local company 
and a multinational company which has long experience in modern retail business. Almost 
every year De Lions encounter highest demand problem during seasonal period. To 
overcome the problem, De Lions currently applied conventional method by assuming 
annual sales growth as a factor to plan and to set inventory during seasonal period.  
 
This paper presents a new method and strategy to solve the problem. Due to special 
characteristic of demand and selling period, News Vendor model is applied to obtain the 
number of optimal order to maximize profit. In addition, Crossdock Strategy is also 
proposed to reduce number of non-seasonal products inventories. 
 
The results show that implementation of News Vendor model at De Lions can gain 
estimated profit about Rp. 171,134,720 or increasing 5.45% compared to that with 
conventional method.  Additional benefit from implementation of Crossdock strategy would 
reduce warehouse rent expense about Rp. 510,000,000.  Hence, estimated total benefit from 
both methods would be Rp. 681,134,720 or increasing up to 21.70% compared that with 
conventional method. The result is very significant if it is compared with PT. De Lions 
average monthly margin from sales in 2008 which was only 13.52%. 
 





PT. De Lions or De Lions is a joint venture company between recognized group from local 
company and a multinational company which has had experience more than 142 years in 
modern retail business. In this business De Lions choose supermarket format as their operational 
strategy, which is providing various daily requirement of household for middle class family in 
Indonesia. This company has vision to be Indonesian public choice supermarket at every main 
town in Indonesia. 
 
Almost every year De Lions is always faced with highest demand problem during seasonal 
period. Seasonal is the time when The Moslems in Indonesia do fasting and celebrate Idul Fitri. 
The main problems faced by De Lions are mainly related to product supply process and 
limitation of inventory level during seasonal periods.  
 
In recent days most of the companies faced with the similar business challenges such 
maintaining customer service level, reducing inventory cost, increasing inventory turn over and 
optimizing operational efficiency. From all the problems, inventory is the main key to create 
significant efficiency in supply chain process with concern not to raise the conflict between 
delivering high level of customer service level and creating efficiency in inventory 
management. 
 
Inventory in retail business plays an important part and it moves up and down along with sales 
and promotional activities. At De Lions almost two-third of current asset consists of 
merchandise inventory. According to De Lions historical data, in seasonal period the number of 
sales will increase up to 32.44% from its regular sales (Annual Commercial Meeting, 2008). To 
overcome problem lacking of inventory during seasonal period, nowadays De Lions make a 
decision to submit an order process for suppliers approximately two months before seasonal 
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demand occurred. In placing an order, De Lions currently applied conventional method by 
assuming annual sales growth as a factor to plan and to set inventory during seasonal period.  
 
Inventory is the stock of any items or resources use in an organization with the purpose to meet 
the variation in product demand and to take economic purchase of order size (Chase, Jacobs and 
Aquilano, 2006).Current research conducted by Capgemini Consulting on March 2009 indicated 
reveal the business drivers that have direct influence on the activities and projects that supply 
chain managers will execute in the coming periods.The result showed inventory optimization is 
the first rank of attention for managers to lead their business survival from the impact of 2009 
financial crisis. Figure 1 show the results of Capgemini Consulting survey about the top 10 




Figure 1. Top 10 Supply Chain Project (Haarman et.al 2009). 
 
This study tries to propose an improvement to the method used in managing inventories at De 
Lions. In general, improvement will be done in two ways: First by using newsvendor model to 
get the number of optimal order in maximizing profit and second by using crossdock strategy to 
decrease the number of non seasonal products inventories at De Lions distribution center. The 
crossdock strategy was taken to create more space for seasonal products inventories at De Lions 
distribution Center so De Lions wasn’t necessary to provide another facility during the seasonal 
period. 
 
DE LIONS INVENTORY 
 
In keeping their regular inventory, De Lions has three different locations with different capacity 
and purpose, as follows: 
1. Distribution Center Facility 
Located in Cikarang, 33 km from Jakarta, occupied 38,852 m2 of land with total 
building area 12,239 m2 which can hold all dry inventories  around 11,000 m3 in 
volumes. The purposes of DC facility are to keep all centralized inventory from the 
variation of customer demand and to give better position for De Lions in negotiating 
price, promotion and other activities for the suppliers. 
2. Store Back Room 
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Located in every store with total area are vary from 100 m2 to 500 m2 per store. The 
purpose of store back room is to keep only the fast moving products at store to 
anticipate uncertainty in customer demand during daily activities at stores level. 
3. Shelving Rack at Stores 
Inventory at this section is adjusted by category of management policy. Every store has 
600 m2 to 700 m2 of dry selling floor area which contain numbers of shelving racks. 
this means the largest inventories at De Lions are placed in shelving rack. 
 
Table 1 shows the regular inventory at De Lions before seasonal demand takes place. Table 1 
indicated the number of extra space in volume at DC is less than 70% than the total space. 
According to the previous data on 2008 sales, during seasonal period the number of sales will 
increase up to 32.44 % from its regular sales. If the trend of sales increase which is equal to the 
trend of volume increase, thus De Lions need to provide additional facilities to keep their 
inventory during seasonal period. Regarding to that issue De Lions logistic manager mention 
that the cheapest rate to lease additional warehouse near from their facility reach Rp. 
510,000,000 and valid for six months renting periods. That means the investment fee for renting 
new facilities will be greater than 510 million since De Lions should also install new supporting 
system, tolls and mans. Otherwise according to De Lions logistic manager utility of new 
facilities is only 50% since they only use the facilities for three months out of six months 
minimum contract. 
 
Table 1. Average Inventory Position before Seasonal period 
 
 
TOP : Term of payment. 
 “We will create more expenses if we running our additional facilities after the seasonal period 
ended. Because we can keep all of our inventory in our regular DC, running other temporary 
facilities will creating more problem in control and expense on distribution routing”, said the 
logistic manager. 
 
Seasonal Supply Planning 
The First step in seasonal supply planning process is stipulating the products list to differentiate 
which items will be classified as centralized seasonal product and which items are not. The 
process will be started and ended by buying division. The process started when buying division 
create list of seasonal products include with its quantity. Then the list will be spread to operation 
division in order to check and revise the proposed quantity offered by buying division. After 
that process buying division will issue list of order quantity to supplier and negotiate the price, 
volume and discount. 
Seasonal product list can be divided into two main product categories: 
1. Non Continuous Replenishment Product. 
This product type is only available or only sold during seasonal period, because the 
value of these products will be depreciated drastically after the period elapses or those 
products are not listed as regular product at De Lions after seasonal period. During the 
period suppliers will give a big amount of discount if retailer makes big volume of order 
then after the period retailers should bring additional discount to make sure all the 
products will be flush out from the store shelves in the short time.  
Examples: Dates, fireworks, sarong, Mokena and other special biscuit or products 
which embedded by current fasting logo. 
2. Continuous Replenishment Product. 
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This type of products is available both on seasonal period and on regular period. During 
seasonal period suppliers will give a big amount of discount if retailer can make a big 
volume of purchase to fulfill the customer demand, after seasonal this products can be 
sold regularly by retailers.  
Examples: All fast moving product which have high level increment of sales trend 
during seasonal period such as bangau soy sauce, blue band and ABC syrup.   
 
In total there were 309 of seasonal products will be centralized in 2009 seasonal periods, with 
only 45 products are categorized as non continuous replenishment product. Figure 2 show the 
estimated order schedule and inventory period during seasonal demand.  
 
Figure 2. Time Periods of 2009 Seasonal Products 
 
Existing Order Placement 
Existing order placement (later will be called as conventional method) was used by De Lions to 
predict the number of order quantity placed during seasonal period. There are some steps used 
by management in order to run the conventional methods such as follows: 
• Level of ordering quantity during the seasonal period was made based on the current period 
of sales growth and referring to estimate budget from the current year, that calculation 
figure are explained in Table 2. Based on above assumption, management De Lions decides 
in the year 2009 level of ordering growth is specified equal to 20% compared to number of 
sales in the last year (PT. De Lions database in 2009). That assumption was bigger than the 
existing national sales growth because there were some variable considered such new stores 
opening, new promotion strategy etc which estimated will drive the sales increase higher 















• After the level of seasonal growth was made, the next step is to find the number of quantity 
ordered to estimate the expected profit earning value. Based on 20% seasonal growth the 
number of seasonal order quantity can be found by increasing last year seasonal sales 
quantity with 20% growth. by this conventional method then the expected profit earning can 
be calculated. The complete result of conventional method calculation can be shown in 
Table 3.   
 
Table  3. Conventional Method of Profit Earning 
 
 
Total profit earning from conventional method calculation is only 3,1 billion Rupiah with total 
space required is 5,015 m3. This means De Lions still need to rent additional facilities to carry 




Seasonal demand at De Lions is occurred every year. However, it cannot be treated as if those 
exist in regular period. Certain characteristics are embedded in this selling period. If De Lions 
provides products more than customer need (too much), they will suffer from cost of over-age. 
On the other hand, if De Lions provides products less than customer need, they will suffer from 
lost sales. In addition to this issue, De Lions needs to gain more benefit of discount and rebate 
from suppliers by having one time order agreement. Therefore, in the single selling period 
environment as presented in this case, news vendor model would be appropriate to apply. The 
purpose of news vendor in this study is to maximize profit by reducing expenses from overage 
and underage cost which emerge from seasonal inventory management.  
 
To analyze the system understudy with news vendor model, the following steps was done. 
1. Determine the order quantity to maximize profit. 
Number of estimated order is very important key in influencing the ending profit. There are 
two costs that have close relationship with the order quantity: overage and underage cost.  
Overage cost (Co)  is the lost incurred when a unit is ordered but not sold, while underage 
cost (Cu) is the opportunity cost of not ordering a unit that could have been sold (Cachon 
and Terwiesch, 2006) 
2. Create profit earning simulation. 
To maximize the profit, the total cost of underage and overage should be minimized. The 
ratio between underage cost and overage cost is called the critical ratio. Then the value of 
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profit earning can be simulated. Those processes are called as performance measurement 
process.  
 
Details of formula to calculate those performance measures are taken from Cachon and 
Terwiesch (2006). Diagrammatic flow of calculation can be seen at Figure 3. Each performance 




Figure 3. Profit Calculation  
 
Profit from Newsvendor Order Placement  
In calculating expected profit during seasonal period at De Lions, there are two kind of expected 
profit which can be measured from the newsvendor model: first, expected profit from optimal 
order quantity and second, expected profit from volume efficiency as the result of new order 
quantity from newsvendor method.   
The expected profit from optimal order quantity by using newsvendor method is presented in 
Table 4. Table 4 also shows comparison between expected profit of conventional method and 
newsvendor model. 
 
Table 4. Expected Profit from Optimal Order Quantity 
 
 
Profit from Newsvendor Volume Efficiency  
Further analysis leads to the reduced number of inventory volume. Total required volume to 
keep seasonal inventory will decrease from 5,015 m3 to 4,568 m3 after implement optimal order 
quantity from newsvendor method.  
 
Based on exact volume cost data, the total number of newsvendor efficiency during the seasonal 
period can be calculated. Finally difference of total expected profit from volume efficiency 





















As a result, total expected profit form newsvendor method would increase about 5.45% as 
presented in Table 6. Such improvement is reasonable if compared with De Lions profit margin 
during seasonal in the year 2008 which only reach 13%. 
 





Existing volume capacity at De Lions distribution center for dry inventories is 11,000 m3. From 
De Lions management data total inventory for regular season reach 8000 m3 - 9000 m3 and 
during seasonal period inventory will increase almost to 15,000 m3 as presented in Table 7. 
Then it can be estimated in seasonal period De Lions will face with shortage of volume capacity 
whether they apply newsvendor model or not. 
 
 
Table 7. De Lions DC Capacity 
 
To solve the problem De Lions management counter the issue with renting additional facilities 
every year during the seasonal period. The cost to rent the facility is about 510 millions rupiahs 
for six months periods with 5000 m2 floor capacity. According to De Lions management that 
cost is the cheapest price they can find to rent the facility that close to their distribution center. 
The problem during seasonal period is not only caused by increasing cost from renting 
temporary facility but also how to operate the facility in order to fit with the existing system. 
New personnel should be added, some equipment should be transferred and also with the 
information system should be installed fit with the existing program. 
 
To cope with this problem, Crossdock strategy is proposed to reduce inventory during seasonal 
period without reducing DC capability to absorb sales fluctuation in regular inventories.  In 
distribution strategies crossdock strategy usually used in case of warehouse or distribution 
centre serve as a transfer points for inventory (Simchi-Levi et.al, 2008). The crossdock system 
only reduce inventory at distribution center by transferring inventory immediately to stores after 
the receiving process are cleared.  Figure 4 describes some strategies to manage inventory flow 




Figure 4. Inventory Flow 
 
De Lions has implemented crossdock strategy in their system only to maintain promotion 
inventory product, with less inventory involved. Based on Table 8, De Lions needs to reduce 
inventory up to 50% from regular DC stock to create more space in keeping temporary seasonal 
inventories. There are some steps should be followed by De Lions to adopt the crossdock 
strategy: 
1. Create product list that will be processed by crossdocking system from the regular products. 
The products should be come from fast moving item especially in seasonal period. 
2. Build strong relationship between DC and stores in maintaining order request & realization, 
and also in creating crossdocking product list. 
3. Improve data stock accuracy both at DC & Stores to make sure the stock availability at DC 
& stores after crossdocking system are running. 
 
Based on information at Table 8, De Lions should remove approximately 3000- 4000 m3 of DC 
inventory into crossdocking system, so the total inventory at DC can be managed near to 11.000 
m3 in volume.  
 
Table 8. Profit Estimation after Crossdocking Strategy. 
 
Level of additional facility rent expenses in the year 2009 estimated to a number of 510,000,000 
rupiah.  With newsvendor and crossdock strategy, Total profit & cost efficiency which will be 




1. News vendor model and crossdock strategy can be used by De Lions during the seasonal 
period to overcome limited capacity at De Lions distribution center. 
2. De Lions can earn profit in seasonal period more than 600 million rupiah or 21.70% from 
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Probability when the demand quantity less than the order quantity 
F(Q) = Prob{Demand ≤ Q) (i)  .................................................................................................... (i) 
Expected overage cost  = Co x F(Q)  .......................................................................................... (ii) 
 
Expected gain on a unit is the benefit of selling a unit (underage cost) times the probability the 
unit is sold = Cu x (1-F(Q))  ...................................................................................................... (iii) 
 
 
Hence, to find the order quantity Q can be calculated using 
                                   .................................................................................................................. (iv) 
  
 
If F(Q) follow the normal distribution, so the optimum of order quantity can be found. 
 
                               ....................................................................................................................... (v) 
                          ........................................................................................................................... (vi) 
 
 
Performance Measurement  
Expected loss sales value = σ x L(z) ......................................................................................... (vii) 
Where  
σ = standard deviation of the normal distribution representing demand, 
L(z) = loss function with the standard normal distribution 
Expected sales = µ - Expected lost sales  ................................................................................. (viii) 
Where µ is the mean of the demand distribution 
Expected leftover inventory = Q – Expected sales .................................................................... (ix) 
 
Expected profit = [(price-cost)x Expected sales – [(cost-salvage value)x Expected leftover 
inventory] .................................................................................................................................... (x) 
Fill rate = Expected sales/μ = 1 – (Expected lost sales/µ) 
Stockout probability = 1- F(Q) 
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